Acres planted, seed used. Precisely.

AUTOMATED | EASY | ACCURATE

Seed Tracker™
Weighing System for Seed Tenders

DIGI★STAR
PRECIously
Precision automated management system specifically designed for seed tenders.

**MODEL ST 3400** A full-featured weighing and management tool designed specifically to track seed weights...up to ten individual boxes or bulk bins

**Time-Saving Benefits**
- Reduces co-mingling of seed varieties...preset amounts with less clean-out
- Eliminate downtime with convenient "no-fail" Start•Stop function
- Measure seed used between farms and partnerships
- Manage multiple farms with downloadable information
- Easily verify quantity of seed delivered

**Unique Digi-Star Features**
- Compatible with seed tender equipped with variable throttle systems
- Preset weights with pre-programmable auto shut-off for delivering precise quantities of seed...time-after-time!
- Accurately know weight of remaining seed in bins
- Accumulation of weights per field entry, scale always resets to the last preset entered weight for each hopper load
- Navigational keypad to review previous loads or edit field information

For more information about ordering Seed Tracker™ visit [www.digi-star.com](http://www.digi-star.com) or call 1-800-225-7695 | 1-920-563-1400
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